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ALPHA toy AP361
The sheet-fed offset process series for printing toys based on
renewable raw materials - mineral oil-free

ALPHA toy AP361 is a sheet-fed offset series from hubergroup formulated specifically for printing toys
made of paper or board, such as children's books, puzzles, stickers and playing cards. It goes without
saying that ALPHA toy AP361 can also be used to print toy-related articles, such as "How to play"
instruction leaflets or "How to build" manuals. A number of toy manufacturers stipulate the same
requirements for the packaging of toys as well.
The new EU Toy Safety Directive 2009/48/EC was published on July 20, 2009. As of July 19, 2013, all
toys brought to market in the EU have to comply with this Directive. Compared with the previous
Directive, limits have been introduced for a large number of additional substances and existing limits
tightened. 2013 has also seen the EN 71 set of toy testing standards modified in line with this new
Directive. Before a product can be granted Germany's GS (Geprüfte Sicherheit – Safety Tested) Mark
certification, both Directive 2009/48/EC and working standard AfPS GS 2014:01 PAK (Testing and
Validation of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) in the Course of GS Mark Certification) must
be complied with.
Tests conducted by a recognised toy testing laboratory on articles printed with ALPHA toy
AP361 have verified that all statutory requirements laid down for Category 1 toys are met. The
results of these tests can be made available on request.
Range of applications
The ALPHA toy AP361 process series is particularly suitable for printing toys made of paper or board.
ALPHA toy AP361 produces outstanding results. It stands out thanks to its good rub resistance, low
level of dot gain and high fount solution tolerance. Its good gloss and average setting speed mean it
can be deployed as a true all-rounder. The duct-fresh formulation of the series also available is well
suited to printing on 8- and 10-colour perfecting presses.
This printing ink series is formulated mineral oil free, but is not of the “low-migration” type. It is not
recommended for the manufacture of food packaging.
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Spot colours of the same quality are also available.















Toys printed with ALPHA toy AP361 process inks under normal industrial use will comply with
requirements in Directive 2009/48/EC, Annex II, III. Chemical properties and standard EN 71, as far
as inks are concerned
Printed articles meet the requirements for Category 1 for granting of the GS Mark certificate (AfPS
GS 2014:01 PAK)
Mineral oil- and cobalt-free
Low-PAH
Excellent rub resistance on all absorbent substrates
Average setting speed
Highly suited to perfecting presses
Good stackability with minimal powder spraying
Good gloss
Colour shades in compliance with ISO 2846-1
Perfectly fit for print production according to ISO 12647-2
High fount solution tolerance, excellent stability in production run
Ideally suited to IPA-free printing
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Printing auxiliaries
ALPHA toy process inks are supplied ready to use. Should it become necessary, under exceptional
circumstances, to adapt the process inks to special printing conditions, exclusively auxiliaries should be
used that are compatible with the highly developed vehicle system:



Print Oil 10 T 1405 for reducing tack with substrates that are susceptible to picking
INK ACTIVE DRIER 10 T 5002 for accelerating oxidative drying.

Classification
According to the Ordinance on Hazardous Substances: none
According to the Regulation of Flammable Liquids: none
Material Safety Data Sheet available on request.
How supplied
2.5-kg vacuum-sealed cans
Large containers
2.0-kg cartridges

Contact addresses for advice and further information can be found under www.hubergroup.com This Technical information sheet
reflects the current state of our knowledge. It is designed to inform and advise. We assume no liability for correctness. Modifications
may be made in the interest of technical improvement.
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